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Introduction
Seeker is a sophisticated Helpdesk application that gives you the tools to
control how one department can support, or react to, requests from other
departments and from people outside the organization. Initially designed
as a Helpdesk to allow IT departments to support the IT function within a
business, the flexibility of the application means that a diverse range of
tasks can be carried out with maximum efficiency.
At the heart of Seeker lies a Queues mechanism that provides flexibility
far greater than conventional Helpdesk products. In Seeker a Queue is
not simply a list of calls that need to be attended to. When a call is
logged, the person logging the call selects a relevant Category for the
call. The Category selected determines which Queue the call is routed
to. For example, someone may log a call under the category ‘MS Excel’
- they need help with a spreadsheet. The call is routed to the ‘MS Office’
queue which has agents assigned to it that specialise in providing
support for this software. Someone else logs a call to report that a
projector does not work in Meeting Room 17. Because a different
category was selected this call is routed to the Facilities Queue to be
acted on by a member of the Facilities team.
You can set up as many Queues as you need. As well as dealing with
conventional IT Hardware and Software Support calls, you could create
Queues to manage calls directed to any department. Human Resources,
Facilities, Sales, Accounts - in fact any department you can think of - can
use Seeker to manage their interface with the rest of the people in the
organization. Any task that can be categorized can be managed by
Seeker.
As well as ensuring that only the people that need to deal with a call can
see it, using Queues means that a call can enter into a pre-defined
workflow. As an Agent responds to a call they can take whatever actions
are required of them and move the call into another Queue. The call then
becomes visible to the Agents assigned to that Queue and they can take
whatever actions are then appropriate. In this manner a call or task that
requires input from various people can be moved through a process until
it is completed.
Seeker also features tools to help you manage your resources more
effectively. The workload of each Agent can be constantly monitored and
calls can be easily moved to other Agents to balance the workload. At a
glance you can see if Queues are over-resourced or under-resourced
and Agents can be easily allocated to Queues as necessary.
Finally, a number of reports are available that will allow you to review
where the greatest demands are placed and to see how well those
demands are being met.
If you have no familiarity with Helpdesk software and the role it can play
in an organization, you may find it helpful to read the Basics section first.
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Seeker Set-up
Please Note: We recommend that you read this document through to
the end before setting up your Seeker Helpdesk. References to menus
and sub-menus are shown thus: | Menu | Sub-Menu | Sub-sub-menu |
When you register to use Seeker you will be emailed a Company ID, a
UserName and a Password. You will need these to log-in to your Seeker
Helpdesk.
The log-in page can be found at http://seeker.prophecy.co.uk
After you have logged-in you can change your UserName and Password
by going to | Administration | Users |.
The email notifying you of your log-in details will also contain a log-in you
can use on your Company Intranet. This will allow users to log-in to the
helpdesk automatically directly from your intranet. (more later)
Seeker is most efficiently set-up in the following order:
Stage 1 - Add Offices
Go to | Administration | Sites | to enter the details of each office in
the organization. If your organization does not have more than one
office, you can skip this as your head office will have been added
when you registered. (We can provide you with a spreadsheet
template you can use to enter details of your sites and we will then
import them for you.)
Stage 2 - Create Queues
When a User logs a call they select a Category and Sub-Category
for the call. The call is then routed to a Queue. The Queue it is
routed to depends on the Category that was chosen. Examples of
Queues that are commonly set up include Facilities, Human
Resources, IT Development and IT Support. You can have as many
or as few Queues as you like. Queues can be added, edited and
deleted at | Administration | Lists | Queues |. When a HelpDesk is
created one Queue (called 'Initial Queue') is automatically generated.
Stage 3 - Add Users
Helpdesk Users are added at | Administration | Users |. You will enter
the User's contact details, select which office they work at and select
whether they are an Agent or a User. If they are an Agent, you will
select a Queue they will initially be assigned to. The person who
registered to use Seeker will be automatically added as the first
'Team Leader' (an Agent who can administer the application). As
Users are added they are automatically emailed with their log-in
details. (We can provide you with a spreadsheet template you can
use to enter your Users’ details and we will then import them for
you.)
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Stage 4 - Add and Edit Categories and Sub-Categories
When your Seeker Helpdesk is created, a number of Categories and
Sub-Categories are generated by default. You can add more
categories and sub-categories, or edit (or delete) the default
categories at | Administration | Lists | Categories |. On this page you
will specify which Queue each Category sends calls to.
Stage 4 - Add and Edit Priorities
A number of Priorities are created by default and these can be edited
at | Administration | Lists | Priorities |. Each Priority has two
associated Service Level Agreements (SLA) which you specify.
l

The Response SLA is the target time in hours that the call should
be responded to by

l

The Fix SLA is the target time in hours the call should be fixed by

Stage 5 - Agent Actions
A list of Actions for Agents to select from is created by default. You can
add, edit or delete actions at | Administration | Lists | Actions |.
Other Parameters
At | Administration | Parameters | you can specify:
l

The start time of the Agent's working day

l

The finish time of the Agent's working day

l

The Agent Medium Workload Load Level

l

The Agent High Workload Load Level

l

Whether the 'Notify User' checkbox is ticked by default

Holidays
The public holidays in the country where the Helpdesk is being operated
are shown at | Administration | Holidays |. These days are taken into
account when Seeker calculates how much time has elapsed since a call
was logged (as well as the working hours of the helpdesk Agents and
weekends.)
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Intranet Log-ins
When a new Helpdesk is created the person who created it is emailed
with the log-ins necessary to access the Helpdesk. The email looks like
this.
Hello John Smith
Welcome to your company's Seeker Call Management System from
Prophecy.
Listed below is your unique Company Account Number, your unique
Company Key** and your own personal user name and pass
number.
If you go to the log in page and enter your details, you can start to
use Seeker immediately.
Account No = ABC1000
User Name = JSmith
Pass Number = 1234321
In the e-economy you
may never meet your
customers face-to-face
Pro-active support is vital

Company Key** = 8K218E36-9J4C-39B5-BD66-4559934944Z8
**Your company key will only be used if you want to access Seeker
directly from your company Intranet. If you want to do this the link on
your computer should be in the form of:
http://seeker.prophecy.co.uk/default.asp?Key=8K218E36-9J4C-39B5BD66-4559934944Z8&UserName=JSmith&CoCode=ABC1000
Your unique User Name must appear in the string as shown.
Once you are logged in you can amend your User Name so that it
matches the User Name used to log on to your network.
You may need to consult your system administrator to set up access
to Seeker from your Intranet. In the meantime you can log-in using
the Account No, User Name and Pass Number shown above.
The log-in page is at http://seeker.prophecy.co.uk/HelpDesk/Main.asp
To access Seeker from your Intranet you simply need to place a link
on the Intranet in the form shown above with each User's UserName
in the place in the string shown in red.
An intranet log-in makes is easy for every User to access the helpdesk,
making it easier for Users to learn that now, whenever they want help or
want to make a request, they simply log a call on the Helpdesk.
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Application Features
When someone wants help or wants something done, they log a call.
They are a User. The call is brought to the attention of an Agent who is
assigned to deal with it. Setting Seeker up and managing the application
is the role of a Team Leader.
In a typical organization with, for example, 300 members of staff:
l

All 300 people are, by definition, Users - anyone can log a call

l

Perhaps 20 to 30 people will be designated as Agents - they will
deal with calls relevant to their area of expertise

l

2 or 3 people will be designated as Team Leaders - they will set
Seeker up and monitor its use

Seeker is designed to provide the transparency Team Leaders (and other
senior managers) need to see exactly how well calls are handled. It also
provides tools to review and share the workload equally between Agents.
SLAs (Service Level Agreements)
When a call is logged, the person logging it selects a Priority for the call.
Each Priority has 2 Service Level Agreements. These are:
l

the Response SLA - the time limit specified to respond to the call

l

the Fix SLA - the time limit specified to fix the call

The moment a call is logged a timer starts running for the call
l

Seeker constantly calculates the time that has elapsed since the
call was logged

l

The calculation takes into account:
The start and finish times of the working day operated by Agents
n

Weekends

n

Public Holidays for the country the application is being used
in

n

Times when the call is suspended

l

Seeker constantly checks the elapsed time with the amount of
time specified in the SLAs for each Priority

l

A visual aid alerts Agents and Users to calls that either are about
to exceed, or have exceeded, the SLAs. The visual aid is a
'traffic light' graphic against each call.

l

For each call you can see exactly how much time is left until the
SLA expires or how much time has passed since the SLA expired
(this is displayed when the mouse is moved over the 'traffic
lights').
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Suspending Calls
l

Agents can suspend a call at any time. For example, they might
need further information from the User or they might need to
order a spare part. When they suspend a call the timer for that
call stops.

l

The timer re-starts the next time an Action is added to the call.

l

Suspended calls are highlighted in the calls list

Call Actions

When someone shouts for
help, SEEKER makes
SURE you’re listening

l

Every time an action is taken, it is recorded against the call

l

The call history shows every action and the person responsible
for taking the action - so attempts to distort the SLAs are clearly
visible

l

Agents have a list of pre-defined actions to choose from when
updating a call. They can also change the Queue, Category,
Sub-Category and Priority of the Call

l

Each Priority level and each Sub-Category are assigned load
factors - these relate to the amount of skill and/or time necessary
to deal with a typical call

l

The load factors are used to calculate the workload of each
Agent.

l

A Team Leader can review the workload of all Agents and
transfer calls accordingly.

Notifying Users
When adding an action to a call an Agent can choose to notify the User
by email of the action he has taken
l

If the Agent selects 'Email User' from the action list the User will
be notified by email and the text the Agent enters in the 'Action
Description' box will be included in the email

l

If the Agent ticks the 'Notify User' check box, the User is notified
by Email and is simply informed that the call has been updated

l

If the Agent suspends the call, the User is automatically notified
by Email that the call has been suspended

l

If the User replies to an automated email notification (instead of
using the Helpdesk), their email reply is added to the call so the
history of the call contains all the communication between Agents
and User

The application can be set so that the 'Notify User' checkbox is ticked by
default if required.
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Knowledge Base
On any call an Agent can add an entry to the Knowledge Base. Agents
are encouraged to succinctly record the problem and its resolution. The
Knowledge Base can be searched by Agents or Users to see if a
problem has been solved previously.
Help
Help is available from the Help menu. Also, question marks (?) are
strategically located on various pages. Holding the mouse over these
marks, or clicking them, will reveal specific help on a particular item.
Recording Time on Calls
When an Agent updates a call, a box is provided where an Agent can
record how long they have spent on that particular action. This
information may be of value for statistical or billing purposes. The
application does not record this time automatically because an Agent
may be interrupted after opening a call and leave the call open for an
extended period. This would render the data meaningless.
Agents Workload
When you set up the Categories, Sub-Categories and Priorities used by
the application, you can specify a load factor for each Sub-Category and
Priority. Simple or non-urgent tasks can be given a low load factor and
complex or urgent tasks a high load factor. The load factors you can
apply range from 1 (simplest) to 10 (hardest). Seeker automatically adds
up the load factors for each call an Agent is assigned to in order to
calculate each Agent's workload. On the | Manage | Workload | page you
can see how much workload each Agent currently has. One of the
Parameters a Team Leader can set is the cumulative Load Factor that
has to be reached before an Agent is considered as having a 'Medium'
workload or a 'High' workload. These load factors are arbitrary and can
be modified at any time to suit changing conditions. Setting load factors
for the Sub-Categories and Priorities means you can create the situation
where, for example, an Agent working on five high priority, complex calls
would be considered as having the same workload as another Agent
working on ten low priority, simple calls. On the | Manage | Workload |
page agents that have reached the Medium load level are shown in
amber and agents with a High load level are shown in red. You can
therefore see at a glance the relative workload of each agent.
There is a sophisticated mechanism for re-allocating calls.
l

If a Team Leader wants to move calls from one Agent to another
Agent they can 'drag-and-drop' the calls. A page will open on
which they can choose which calls to move. The effect of moving
the calls is shown in real-time before the calls are actually
moved. When the required balance of workload has been
achieved the calls can be moved by clicking the 'Transfer' button.
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l

If a Team Leader wants to move calls from one Agent to a
number of other Agents, they can click on a 'Transfer' icon next
to the Agent's calls. A window will open which allows any of the
calls in that Queue to be transferred to any of the other Agents
who are members of that Queue. Again, the effect of moving the
calls is shown in real time before the calls are actually moved.

Agents and Queues
The | Adminster | Agents/Queues | page displays all the Agents and all
the Queues and shows which Queues each Agent is assigned to. This
page can be used to see at a glance how well resourced each Queue is.
Agents can be assigned to, or removed from, Queues by ticking or
unticking checkboxes.
If an Agent is removed from a Queue but has calls in that Queue that are
already assigned to him:
l

If his removal from the Queue means that there is only one Agent
left assigned to the Queue, then the calls will automatically be
assigned to the remaining Agent

l

If after his removal there are two or more Agents left who are
members of the Queue, then the calls that were assigned to the
Agent being removed will become unassigned

Agents and Calls
When a call is first logged it is unassigned - even if there is only one
Agent assigned to the Queue the call is in. (This is to ensure that
unassigned calls are picked up and acted upon.) A call can become
unassigned as described above under the heading 'Agents and Queues'.
When an Agent acts on a call, the call becomes assigned to him. An
Agent (or Team Leader) can re-allocate a call at any time to another
Agent who is a member of the same Queue - if, for example, the other
Agent is better equipped to deal with the call. However, all actions are
recorded, so Agents cannot move calls simply to lighten their workload
without their actions being noted.
At any time an Agent can open another Agent's calls and make a
comment or take an action. Doing this will not re-assign the call.
However, in the call list that call will be highlighted as having been
amended by another Agent. This will alert the Agent assigned to the call
to the fact the call has been amended so he can review the call.
Similarly, if a User amends a call by adding further comments, the call is
highlighted. This alerts Agents to immediately review calls they may have
been waiting for user input on.
If a call is suspended it is highlighted.
Calls and Queues
When a call is first logged it is placed into a Queue. The Queue it moves
into is dependant on the Category that was selected for the call. As soon
8
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as the call is logged it becomes visible to the Agents who are members
of the Queue. An Agent or Team Leader can move a call to another
Queue at any time. This mechanism allows a workflow to be created.
Calls can effectively be moved from department to department so that
different actions can be carried out by the appropriate people. For an
example of this please see page 13.
When a call is moved from one Queue to another Queue:
l

If the Agent currently assigned to the call is a member of the new
Queue, the call will stay assigned to the Agent

l

If the Agent currently assigned to the call is not a member of the
new Queue then:
n

If the new Queue only has one Agent as a member, the call
will be assigned to the Agent that is the sole member of the
new Queue

n

If the new Queue has two or more Agents as members, the
call will become unassigned

Reports
Seeker provides a range of reports visible to Team Leaders designed to
pinpoint weaknesses and strengths in the management of calls. The
information can be used to evaluate the performance of both man and
machine enabling informed decisions to be made regarding training and
allocation of resources. Reports available include:
l

Calls by Agent between specified dates

l

Summary of calls by Agent between specified dates

l

List of Calls by Status and SLA between specified dates for a
single category

l

List of Calls by Category between specified dates

l

Summary of Calls by Category between specified dates

l

List of Calls by Status between specified dates

l

List of Calls by User between specified dates

l

Summary of Calls by User between specified dates

l

List of Calls logged per day between specified dates

l

Summary of Calls logged per day between specified dates

l

List of completed Calls by Agent between specified dates

l

List of open Calls by Agent between specified dates

l

List of current Categories

l

List of Active Users
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Features for Users
Users of a Seeker Helpdesk are generally the employees of the
company operating the Helpdesk but may be from outside the business.
A User can log a call to request support or to request an action to be
carried out by another department. A User can:
l

Log a call and specify the:
n

Category of the call

n

Sub-Category of the call

n

Priority of the call

l

Attach a file to the call

l

Review their current calls

l

See at a glance whether a call is being answered in accordance
with Service Level Agreements

l

View the SLAs for the Response time and Fix time for each call
which are shown graphically and as actual times

l

See exactly how long there is until the SLA expires (or by how
much time the SLA has been exceeded)

l

Be aware of calls that are close to passing their SLA expiry times
which are shown in Amber

l

Be aware of calls that have passed their SLA expiry times which
are shown in Red

l

View the details of a call and see the actions / comments made
by Agents

l

Add comments of their own to a call

l

Receive automated email notification when a call is updated or
completed

l

Reply to automated emails from the helpdesk - their reply will be
added to the call history

l

Review calls completed in the last month

l

Re-activate a completed call

l

Amend their own contact details

l

Search the Knowledge Base

As soon as the call is logged it is placed in a Queue - depending on the
category selected for the call. The call is immediately visible to Agents
that are members of the Queue the call is placed in. The Agents can see
the Priority of the call and can react accordingly.
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Features for Agents
An Agent is defined as someone who provides support to Users. An
Agent cannot administer a Seeker application. An Agent can log calls on
behalf of users and can be a user themselves if they want to log a call
for action by another department. An Agent may or may not work for the
company operating the helpdesk. External consultants that provide
support can be added as Agents. Features relevant to Agents are:
l

Agents can log calls on behalf of users

l

Agents can log calls as a user

l

Agents can only see calls in Queues the Agent is assigned to

l

Agents monitor and act on new calls in their queues

l

Agents can be optionally automatically notified by email when a
new call appears in a queue they are assigned to

l

When an Agent acts on a call that is unassigned - that call is
assigned to the Agent

l

After a call is assigned, an Agent can re-assign to another Agent
who is a member of the same Queue the call is currently in

l

Ability to change call Category, Sub-Category and Priority

l

Ability to change Queue thereby creating workflow

l

Ability to suspend call to cater for events beyond Agents control

l

When Agents act on a call, they can select from a pre-defined list
of Actions and can enter a description of the action taken

l

Calls can be logged and completed in one process for simple
tasks

l

Agents can choose whether to automatically notify users by email
when a call is updated or completed

l

Search for calls by User or by Call Number or filters (see below)

l

Agents can filter calls to see:

l

n

All calls assigned to them

n

All unassigned calls

n

Calls in a specific Queue and Category

And can further filter calls to see calls:
n

Received today

n

Less than an hour old

n

Between 1 and 4 hours old

n

Between 4 hours and 1 day old
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Ultimately, Seeker is about
working more efficiently and
maximising opportunities

n

Between 1 day and 3 days old

n

Older than 3 days

n

Completed today

l

When viewing a list of calls, the calls can be sorted by clicking on
column headings

l

The SLAs for Response time and Fix time are shown graphically
and as actual times

l

Call list shows exactly how long each call has until each SLA
expires (or how far past each SLA the call is)

l

Calls nearing the SLA expiry time are highlighted in Amber

l

Calls that have passed the SLA expiry times are highlighted in
Red

l

Calls that have been completed are only in the Call List on the
day of completion and are shown as completed

l

Calls where the last action was either by another agent or by the
user are highlighted

l

Calls that have been re-activated are highlighted

l

Calls that have been suspended are highlighted

l

Agents can enter the time they spend on a call so a total time
spent on a call can be seen for reporting or billing purposes

l

Search the Knowledge Base

l

Make an entry to the Knowledge Base

If a User logs a call that is placed in a Queue an Agent is assigned to,
the call is immeditely visible to all the Agents assigned to that Queue.
Any new call causes 'Calls Not Started' to be highlighted and the call will
also be available under the 'Calls Received Today' list.
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Features for Team Leaders
A Team Leader administers the application. A Team Leader can access
all the features that an Agent can use and can act as an Agent if
required. A Team Leader must be a member of any Queues that Agents
he controls are members of. Team Leaders can:
l

Add, edit and delete Categories and Sub-Categories

l

Assign load factors to each Sub-Category (used to calculate
workload of each Agent)

l

Add, edit and delete Queues

l

Specify which Queue a Category initially sends calls to

l

Specify whether a Queue notifies its Agents automatically by
email when a new call is logged

l

Add, edit and delete Priorities

l

Specify Response Time and Fix Time for each Priority

l

Add, edit and delete Action definitions - these are pre-defined
Actions that Agents select when updating or completing a call

l

Add, edit and delete Users and Agents

l

Specify which Queues each Agent is a member of

l

Specify the start and finish time of the working day operated by
Agents

l

Specify the group (or Queue) email addresses used to notify all
Agents who are a member of a Queue

l

Specify the default sort order that calls are displayed in

l

Specify the Medium Workload Level and High Workload Level
(used when determining the workload of each Agent)

l

Monitor the workload of each Agent and assign calls to different
Agents as required

l

View and amend which Queues each Agent is assigned to

l

Review call attachments and delete as required

A Seeker Application can have more than one Team Leader. For
example, a small organization might just have IT Support and IT
Development queues that are managed by two team leaders overseeing
half a dozen Agents. A large organization with a hundred Agents
handling customer service and support calls might have 10 Team
Leaders all managing the same Queue as well as other Team Leaders
managing Human Resources and Facilities Queues. Seeker is flexible
enough to cope with virtually every business support situation.
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Queue Example
Below is a simple example of how the Queues mechanism allows calls
to be moved so that the right person is viewing the call at all times:
l

A Helpdesk user might log a call stating their printer is not
working properly. The call goes into the Hardware Queue.

l

An Agent assigned to the Hardware Queue examines the printer
and is unable to repair it.

l

The company has a maintenance contract in place with an
outside contractor so the Agent moves the call into the Outside
Repair Queue and updates the call record. The Service
Controller working for the outside contractor is assigned to the
Outside Repair Queue and is automatically notified by email
when the call is moved into the Queue. He then looks at the call
and updates it with a note stating that an engineer will be on site
tomorrow morning.

l

The Agent who moved the call into the Outside Repair Queue is
also assigned to that Queue. This means he can still see and
monitor the call. The Helpdesk user can also view the call at any
time. If they do so now they will see the printer was examined
and could not be repaired, the company's outside contractor was
notified and has responded to say an engineer will be on site the
next day.

l

The next day the outside contractor's engineer visits and repairs
the printer. After he has finished the work his Service Controller
or the Agent who is assigned to the call can update the call and
close it.

The scenario described above illustrates a small part of the power of
Queues. Without changing or affecting the category the call is logged
under, moving the call from one Queue to another makes sure the right
person is dealing with the call at the right time.
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The Basics
If you have no idea what Helpdesk software can, and cannot do, and
how it might be used to help your organization - here is a basic overview
of helpdesk functionaility.
Many companies support the IT function in their business by allowing
users to email 'support@yourcompany.com' with a request for help. The
message may be received by a number of people in the IT support group
and the method for dealing with the call is ad-hoc and arbitrary. Also, the
person who logged the call has no means of viewing the progress of the
call. As soon as they send the email, they must patiently wait for a reply.
If none comes, they send another email and so on. The process is
inefficient, cannot be monitored and no data is gathered for analysis.
A Seeker Application has the following components:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Users
Agents
Queues
Categories
Sub-Categories
Priorities with Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
Parameters
Actions

To use Seeker as an IT Helpdesk you would initially set up suitable
Categories and Sub-Categories. You might set up Categories such as
'Desktop', 'Hardware', 'Network', 'Software' and 'Telephone'. Each
Category can have any number of Sub-Categories. You might create
Sub-Categories like 'Keyboard', 'Mouse', 'PC' and 'Printer' for the
Category 'Hardware'. When a user logs a call they will select a suitable
Category and Sub-Category for their call. They also select a Priority for
the call. You can define as many Priorities as you like and can specify a
Response Time and a Fix Time for each Priority. You might set a Priority
called 'Next Day' to have a Response Time of 8 hours and a Fix Time of
12 hours. These times are the Service Level Agreements or Targets for
each call which you expect the Agents dealing with the call to adhere to.
Once the call is logged it is automatically routed to a Queue - depending
on which Category was selected. The Queue is the mechanism that
controls who deals with a call at any point in time. A Queue can receive
calls from one or more Categories. You set up the Categories and
Queues to suit the resources you have available. If you have lots of
people answering calls logged under lots of different categories, you
might set up lots of quite specific queues and allocate a specialist Agent
to each queue. On the other hand if you have calls logged under just a
few Categories, you might set up just one or two Queues and allocate
lots of Agents to either or both queues - depending on the Agents
abilities.
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On first reading this may sound a little complex but, in fact, the reverse is
true. Once you set up your Categories, Sub-Categories, Priorities,
Queues and Actions (which for a Helpdesk will take an hour of thinking
and 10 minutes to do) things become very clear. When a User logs a call
they simply describe their problem or request and select a Category,
Sub-Category and Priority (from list boxes). It takes the average User
less than a minute to log a call. The call is then immediately visible to the
Agent assigned to deal with it. The process is efficient, transparent and
yields valuable data to guide decisions on allocating resources.
For example:
Lets say Bill Smith logs a call saying his keyboard is broken. It is logged
under the Category 'Hardware' and Sub-Category 'Keyboard' and he
selects a Priority of 'Immediate' - the Keyboard is broken and he cannot
work. When the call is logged it is sent to the 'Equipment' queue.
Because the Priority is 'Immediate' an email is automatically sent to all
the Agents assigned to the 'Equipment' Queue telling them a new call
has been logged. One or more of these Agents then view the call. They
can see who logged it, the Queue, Category and Sub-Category and the
description of the fault. The fact that the User cannot work is clearly
highlighted and they can see how long they have to respond to and fix
the problem. The time they have left is clearly displayed as, for example
'The target Response Time is 1 hour. You have 54 minutes left.' There
are a number of pre-defined actions the Agent can take. One of these is
'Visit User'. He will take a spare keyboard to the User, swap the
keyboard and then update the call. He will select 'Visit User' from the
Action list, add a comment that the keyboard was changed and click
'Complete' to finish the call.
The example above is very simple but what else could have happened?
If no-one had reacted to the call when the SLA for the call expired - and
with a Priority of 'Immediate' the SLA would probably be set to 1 hour the call would be highlighted in Red - nice and bright for anyone to see.
The user could follow up his request with a reminder by adding a
comment to the call. A Team Leader could see instantly the call was over
time, see how important it was and immediately assign an Agent to fix
things. The application makes it very straightforward for an Agent to view
the calls he is responsible for, to check he is acting within the SLAs and
to update the call.
......................................................
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